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*Create a new game character via a tutorial and easily equip weapons and armor to fight!*
Explore with your partner, or connect with other people via “Lobbies.” *The game includes
easy to use controls and an action-packed battle system.* Download the game now! Please
consider that download contents are on a server not always on the same location in the
country. To get additional countries, please purchase the game at PLEASE NOTE: *The
game is not available on the Google Play Store in some countries. Please contact your local
store for further details. *Games and Application2K can not be held responsible for
unauthorized local regulation in some countries. *The game or any associated materials
may be subject to regulation by your local game content provider. www.gdhgame.com
PLEASE NOTE: *The game is not available on the Google Play Store in some countries.
Please contact your local store for further details.* Games and Application2K can not be
held responsible for unauthorized local regulation in some countries. *The game or any
associated materials may be subject to regulation by your local game content provider.*
Unleash Your Assault Power and Become an Undying Legend in the Lands Between. An
action-packed fantasy adventure game taking place in a refreshingly dark world inhabited
by dangerous beings. The universe on the verge of collapse, and its power source is the
fruit called “Odyssey.” The fruit contains the ability to control and use the supernatural
power of beasts, and you, the Odin Knight, who have been chosen to become a new lord
and wield the power of the fruit, embark on an adventure to save the lands of Zordica. With
your unmatched physical strength and determination, and under the guidance of a fairy
named Mila, you will venture into the lands beyond, visiting the wilds and exploring the
deep, dark forests with your partner and the fairy. Once you find your way into the deepest
of dungeons, you will fight monsters and monsters, take them down and capture their
treasures

Elden Ring Features Key:
NEW VISCERAL ACTION RPG Fight in real time. Learn the unique classes, divide into teams,
and complete the challenges of defeating your enemies.
High Quality Graphics with Easy Controls High-quality graphics and harmonious, high-
frequency movements.
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Variety of New Playable Characters Dedicate yourself to your power and become a
fearsome character and fervent rival.
First RPG in which you can Customize Your Character Embark on your own adventure.
Study the opposing characters and craft your play style to excel in battle.
Larger World than Our Previous Game, THAMELANDS CALM You will meet other characters
in the large world, allowing you to exchange thoughts and influence each other’s fates.
A New Lost Continent—Lands Between—Inspired by the Multiplayer Experience of World of
Warcraft
A New Will Mode where You Play Through the Re-Imagined Story Relive the story of a new
protagonist, an Elden Lord lost in the Lands Between.
Story that Takes Place in a Multilayered Dungeon: The Elden Chamber
The Start of a Whole New World in the Story: The Secret Passage
Submerged in Slow Motion Enter the monster’s world and immerse yourself in its actions. It
will leave you breathless.
A RE-IMAGINED CENTRAL LIBRARY SYSTEM (Link Only) Quests and other content are first
created in the Central Library. You can then retain the items and consult them offline at
any time.
A NEW LINEMODE SYSTEM Rise Entirely on Your Feithen! You can achieve the most
splendid results even if you are not the best at fighting.
A NEW DEFAULTS SYSTEM—Become More Powerful Increase your power through defeating
others in battles to become the strongest character!
A NEW ROLE-CODE SYSTEM Break through the gate and become the chieftain of a small
village!

System Requirements
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